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 ACP Arjun Singh is a typical Indian policeman, completely caste-bound, chiding about unnecessary intelligence in criminals
and more emphasis on physical force to catch criminals. But under pressure of ACP Prakash, he starts to understand how to
arrest criminals and at last arrests them. At the same time, ACP Arjun Singh starts to fall in love with ACP Chellamma and

sparks up a beautiful romantic relationship between both of them. But, just like his caste-bound brother-in-law, she also feels
that Arjun is not in their caste and that she doesn't belong to that caste and although her family is against this marriage, Arjun is

adamant to marry her. Meanwhile, we see that the criminals involved in these illegal activities (Panchammal and her
son/brother) are not from India but from various parts of the world, specially from the UK, where she is wanted for murder. She
is also hiding her father and brother from the law. What is she hiding from? Cast Vijay as ACP Arjun Singh C. Ramchandra as

ACP Prakash Sethu as ACP Chellamma R. Sundarrajan as ACP Tayaji Cochin Hanifa as Lekha Charan Raj as Panchammal
Sowcar Janaki as Arjun's grandmother Vichu Narayana Jayaraman as Prasad Saroja as Prabha Chittoor V. Nagaiah as ACP

Thangarajan S. Varalakshmi Production Casting Many people were considered for the role of Arjun Singh, including Suresh
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Gopi and Arjun but Vijay got the role. Soundtrack The film score and the soundtrack were composed by film composer
Ilaiyaraaja. The soundtrack, released in 1994, features 6 tracks with lyrics written by Kannadasan. Release The film was dubbed

in Tamil as Pokkiri Raja, in Telugu as Pokiri Raja and released in 1995. References External links Category:1995 films
Category:Tamil-language films Category:Tamil film scores by Ilaiyaraaja Category:Indian films Category:Indian action films

Category:Films directed by K. S. Ravikumar 82157476af
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